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SPICING UP SCIENCE INSTRUCTION:
THE CHOICES AND THE CHANCES

•
The Vice Chancellor
Deputy Vice Chancellor
Other Principal Officers of the University

, Provosts of Colleges and the Post Graduate School
Deans of Faculties
Fellow Professors, Heads of Departments and Lecturers
Colleagues and Friends from Sister Universities and Institutions
Your Excellencies and Royal Majesties
Pastors and Other Ministers of the Gospel
Gentlemen and Ladies of the Press
Distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen
Great OSUITES and OOUITES

Preamble:
It is with great pleasure and deep sense of honour that I stand

here today, taking my turn among academic colleagues, to del ivcr
this inaugural lecture. This is the 3rd in the series to be presented in
the Department of Curriculum Studies and Instructional Technology,
the 8th from the Faculty of Education and the 54th inaugurallecture
ofOlabisi Onabanjo University.

_ Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir. first I wish to acknowledge the ever
constant and most merciful God. To him be all Honour and Glory
forever and ever. Today's lecture is notable in the history of the
presentation of inaugural lectures in this University for two reasons:
First, the presenter is an alumnus of this great citadel of learning. and
the first female alumnus to be Cl professor and second Mr. Chairman
sir, that the presenter studied science education is a big testimony.
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. . I d ladies and ucntlcmen. in the ycar 19~3. IDistmgUls le <. .. L .• ' .,' , .. , ...

State Universuv now Olabis: Onaban.lo l ruvcrxitv.I· 1 to O!!Ull ~'.. . . I
app iec I· --: iacv as IllV first choice and IllCdlClI1Cas tile sccon.

rudy p WI n - - ..... f" ., I Ito S 'I) me. pharllHlCV was not one of till' courses helIl~ 0 kilt ,
U nk now n ( - ' .. ', , T' .. , .. 'nlv '01 to know tha: vvhcn Illy late [)~Id and r \ ISlled the \ 111\ Ll'ilt~
fo. . d!; 11'SS'I'011 foJJmv Ill) COI1S'C(llIcnth r \\as achlscd tn Ch.'lIlgl'. Ill)or all·. , "., . . . ,
course to any of tilc sil1gic scicnecs. mil'robiology. science (phYSICS.
chemistry or biology) edUC;lti()1l or indlhtrial chcmisn-, that were
available. Mcdicinl' \\ as not to I'l.' considercd. This was a tough
decision because Illy ""in br()thcr and l. with dad's consent. planned
to become medical do, tors or study courses in the mcdic[lllillc. It was
a tug of war when Illy L Ithcr's ch()i~e \\ {Is science education among all
the Courses \VC \\'l'rl' "('fered The irucrvcnrion of the Dean of the
Faculty 0 fEducation. 1\ro fAT Oduv ,lie (late) who promised to assist
in int1uencing my ChdllQC to mcdi~ine at the end of my 100 level.saved the situation ~

Mr. Vice ('hdI11.'cllor and my distinguished audience. late
Prof. Oduyale and r h"l'ame verv vood friends on campus and the
only name he would C;.I', me \\as ·:(5~77omclr. he .vould admonish me
and sing ibeji son:~s \, hich, or coursc.C\·elT twin loves to hem.
Because r had strollg i Iltcntilln to chanue. I ;\orkcd diligcnrl, and
obtained very good gl ;ldes in my I00 level. but the change was not
granted. What 1 took;h disapl'oi'ntment was al'tllall~, the master plan
ofthecreatorthat mUst I'e flll1Illed.

Late Prof. Odll.\ die die! not give up on me IIe would SllY
"while your t1ril711()l//d he Dr Taiwo 1(11I, 1Ir1' danghtcr« ould a/so he
D, (Mrs) Kehi"d,,": I "ni:, took lip t'he ehallenge to satislv my n"d
my heart was not In ~tud\·in!.! chemistry education at that time
because I was mYopic. WI;ik ':raiwo tur~ccl to it rncdicn] doctor. r
obtained a doctorate (iL-: 'ICe: in scicn.; education Today. to the Glory.
ofGor], Taiwo and K.l·!t i! Idc arc prokssors. J rose throllgh the ranks as
a lecturer and hCCctlllCd !'rofcssor on I" October .:?006, a professor or
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sciencc cduc.u ion.

1.0 Introduction
Mr Vice Chancellor sir. permit me to dcscri he myscl f as a na ivc

and inexperienced student- teacher at my first classroom contact Till'
exercise was a gargantuan task. and only the good gesture of m!
supervisor saved me from failing this first industrial attachment. 'This
experience consequently launched me into a deep passion for 110Vi to

, effectively deliver science instruction and the question: "what
catalyst do we add to our science instruction in order to precipitate
effective learning"? kept prodding my mind. In addition, I never
stopped figuring out ways of achieving successful instructional
delivery in the midst of deterring factors. Hence the title of my
lecture: Spicing up Science Instruction: The Choices and The
Chances,

We exist in an immense universe of science that is ready and
waiting to be explored. studied and understood. This we do through
the study of physics, chemistry, biology and the applied sciences as
school subjects which incidentally are teachable and understandable.
The teaching of these subjects is bound to yield successful.
pleasurable and rewarding classroom experiences provided teachers
give adequate cognizance to the nature of science, follow the
teaching principles and spice their teaching with innovative
instructional strategies.

Obviously. the motive behind seasoning is to sweeten.
_ brighten or relish. Spicing gives zest to every experience or

endeavour, if well administered. Mr Vice Chancellor sir. and my
distinguished audience, a little spice to a meal, a little to friendship. a
little to effort, a little to life, a little here and a little there produce
meaningful and desirable results. Ladies and gentlemen, Why should
we add spices to science instruction? What spices can we add to
science instructional procedures? How suitable and beneficial arc

• 54TH INAUGURAL LECTURE 3•
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these spices? These are the questions that propelled me to pitch my
tent with science teaching effectiveness which is the thrust of this
lecture.

2.0 Typical Nigerian School Science Experiences
Science and science education are the platforms for scientific

and technological advancement whose contributions have
transformed the world. In fact it was recorded that 80% of adults
strongly accept that science is what sustains life in the society and the •
hallmark is the strength 01" science education. Consequently,
effectiveness in the teaching and learning of science must be given a
pride of place in the educational plan or structure of a nation.

The need to re- appraise the present system of teaching
science in Nigerian schools for the purpose of re-positioning science
teaching and learning had been severally orchestrated by science
educators (Fraser, Okebukola & Jegede ] 992: Seweje, 2000 and
Adikwu, 2010). Unfortunately, issues of overcrowded classrooms,
inadequate human and material resources, insufficient funding,
wrong perception of science and science education, inadequate
qualitative textbooks, poor rating of the teaching profession.
inadequate training and re-training opportunities, insufficient
attention to research and research findings in science education and
the subsequent paucity of research-based reforms in science teaching
and learning among others overwhelm researchers and practitioners
in the field.

The low patronage and un-encouraging performances in the •
fields of science and science education (Erinosho, Ogunkola &
Olatoye. 2004; Alebiosu & Olatoy e, 2005 and Bamiro 2011) and the
ill-equipped laboratories, large classes and excessive workload of
teachers (Alebiosu & Barniro, 2( -m) are emergent issues. These
constraints have greatly retarded the desired progress in science
education.

• ~THINAUGURALLECTURE • 4

In spite of the fact that various Governments made diverse
efforts to stem some of these challenges. many still remain
unresolved. Science classes are still overcrowded due to inadequate
science teachers (tigure I). single laboratories serve multiple
purposes (figure 2) while the conventional teaching method of the
lecture type dominates science classrooms (figure 3). These among
many others are the experiences in typical Nigerian secondary school

, science classrooms today.

Figure I: Overcrowded Classroom

•
Figure 2: Single Multipurpose Laboratory

• • 554TKINAUGURAL LECTURE
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Figure 3: Conventional Teaching Method Classroom

Mr chairman sir, and distinguished audience, professionally
qualified science teachers are not adequate as depicted by Alebiosu,
Ogunkola & Olatoye (2007) in a study in which teacher qualification
was crossed with the students' academic achievement in integrated
science. Permit me to refer to the school subject as integrated science
because it is now known and called basic science. The study revealed
that 59.3% of the teachers teaching integrated science in Ogun State
Junior Secondary Schools were non professionals. 34% were
professional non graduates (NeE) while' only 1.2% were
professional graduates. The implication is that majority of the
teachers teaching this very important subject at this level were non 1

professionals which means that professionals are insufficient. •.~ ,
Shortage of professionally qualified science teachers in Nigerian
schools had also been reported in several studies (Adeyemi &
Ofoegbu, 1999; Goddard & Foster, 2001; Erinosho, Ogunkola &
Olatoye 2004; Ezeliora, 2005,Ado, Akinbobola & Inyang 2010)

Our teenagers and youths continue to pursue non science
related courses in the quest to followthe norm or because of certain'1

~THINAUGURALLECTURE • 6•
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mind-set that only these courses thrive best. The absence of reform-
minded science teachers is bound to slow down the move to place
science and science education in enviable positions in the nation's
education industry. Suffice to say that the inability to employ
innovative teaching strategies is pronounced when teachers lack
necessary expertise. Non professionals are not adequately equipped
with deep knowledge of learning and learning conditions that are

• essential for devising effective instructional tools. Ololube (2006)
• probed the impact of professional and non- professional teachers'

methodological competencies and their teaching achievement and
his findings alluded to this.

Mr. Vice Chancellor sir, in my research discourse, I x-rayed
ratings of science teaching effectiveness among students, teachers
and principals of secondary schools and compared with students
achievement (Olatoye &Alebiosu 2005). Results revealed high
ratings of teaching effectiveness of between 75.0% and 88.0% but
poor students achievement of between 42.7% and 48.4% (figure 4).
This implies incongruity, because effective teaching is expected to
produce positive learning outcomes Responses in this study was
based on perception. A measure ofthe actual instructional procedures
will provide a more factual picture. Nevertheless, the case of poor
performance was established.

,t
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Figure 4: Profile of Ratings and Science Achievement
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I \1 'I' . l'O()()ci) embarkedFurtherance to the above StUl:,.' c ~IOSll - . .
. f I' f'f', 't' . 'l"-';-'; Il1 the use 01 ~IOil a direct obscrv.u iou () tL'<!L'icr -: c lL ivct '-... .

spCC!lIL' ;lchiL'\L'lllelll-bascd insuuctiounl dcli . elY referred to as
sc ic ncc pJOcc'>'>-b;I'>L.'dinst ruct ro n ;ll1d I L.'l·OJ(kd P(l()) J~el!orl11~l11CL'III

tcachcr« ill important teaching skill"
Mr. Vice Chancellor sir. ladic-: and gl'l1lkll1L.'Jl. the constraints

mentioned curl icr deter effective teClchillg. lor ;1 IOIl!:C time.
researchers and practitioners have been str<ltegi/ing and dL.'\·isintc
means, yet no positive results have been obtained. Poor tcachin]: •
leads to poor learning which has Cl catapulting long term and broad-
based negative impact 011 the society. The challenges ma) truly hL-
enormous, hut more permanent and result oriented tactics that wil]
totally remcdiatc the <ituation must emerge. \-1any teachers continue
to live and dwell in the past. doing the same thing the same old ,vay
Our elders say "it is the modern dog that hunters will use tu chase the
modern hare". \Ve have to devise immediate and pragmatic means or
addressing crucial issues affecting science education.

A major challenge of science education is how to foster
students' intellectual competencies and Impart knowledge or a
lifetime. The solution is a shift from prevailing unrewarding and
unproductive instructional practices to innovative. reform-based
ones that arc certain to produce the desired outcomes. Today's
teachers should focus on innovative methods targeted at motivaung
students to become critical thinkers, problem solvers and decision
makers. Their students should be raised as anticipatorv am!
participatory learners armed with self directed learning skills tha: .'
would sharpen and update their scientific prowess and empower
them to remain relevant at all times. This we can achieve when \\L.
choose to spice up our science classroom experiences.

It is of prime importance that we add spices to science teach iJl~
and learning procedures because with them we can surmount 1l1;l!1:
constraints. It is important for teachers to strengthen instructional

• MTH INAUGURAL lECTURE • 8
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delivery to enable them provide the quality that would produce hetlL.'i
student performances. Success requires a conscious attempt to teach
science right and teach with gusto. The selection or effective
instructional tools to a large extent depends on the extent of teacher's
knowledge of (i) the union between science and science education
and (ii) learning and learning conditions.

• 3.0. How Science and Science Education Partner in the
Selection of Science Instruction
Mr. Chairman sir, science and science education are

interwoven and exploring their interrelatedness for the purpose 0:'

seeking ways to improve teaching and learning of science is a good
prelude to the selection of innovative teaching strategies. Science is Cl

systematic and connected arrangement ofknowiedge within a logical
structure of theory (Victor and Lerner, 1975) but linking it with
science education makes it a real. action-packed human enterprise
that leads to better understanding of the world (Alebiosu, 2006). Mr
Chairman sir, my distinguished audience, these fields explore,
connect and transfer events and experiences with one another
culminating in what Alebiosu (1999a) referred to as systematic.
lifelong rapidly changing enterprise.

The enterprises of science and science education conjoin in
determining effective science teaching and learning with the teacher
as the spring board, Hence in order to achieve the success of science
education, Alebiosu (2003) alluded that teachers should;

• possess a thorough understanding of the nature and content of
Science

• be genuine in the ability to deliver both content and process of
SCIence

• be efficient in being able to organize the science environment
for maximum goal oriented tcaching-Iearning process.

t
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Science education h not )nl~ the vehicle lill dclivcriuu
education ill the xcicnccs. it i, an .lcx ntxoc ial. cconomic. P()lltil'~t!
and educational survival or Ill~lIllld r\khi\)SII. ~t)(),~<I\. It must h~'
h:lsed nil information that h~l.<;ri. survival \ aluc .ind stralL'!,'.ics 01
il1LJuir\ that LlCiliLltl' the ad:l11t:lt 'I ()I hll(1\\kdi-''-' t() Ill'\\ dl'ln:1I1d"
aud bcucradjustmcnt tullk(,·\icl' sll.l\)l)Sl

-l.Il, Learning and Learning tnndirions as determinants of
Science Invrructiona l TOil' •

Mr. Vice Chancellor and I di"tillt~lIlslled audience. cerium
learning conditions parucul.nl. (kr the benchmark that enable
tcuchcr-: to opcrationali:«: the t. Ci1ll1c.'principles ,111(\ select the
-picc-;

I .carning IS consuucd (\' III ,'o:l~i()l1ll'r:ltc 01'\\ Jut the teacher
hopes to nchic , C III :,lllliellt:< ,ll kr lh~' tcuchiru: procedure:
incidental}, It IS n(\1 nen:,'<m IlL' ouicom.: (ll' the lL'~ldllll~'
l.carning I': dLl'IClCd ,I, il ,,!()CI,:, h) whuh \\C ;ICl,1I;11'.' :tlld retain
anitudc«. kl)()\\',d:,',l~, \Ll(kr,\,:!lli ';uhi :;kiil-;, <\11\1 ill",I'i\I:ld \1,IS,-'I:
I he rate dlld e~lp;II':t\ Io:: lc.un: .,. :,illlll'dl:l:' It : I ari.uu (; l}~7) ;,

rc latcd III nu.at; \''., el:\li·)!,'.I" :,11 :"" li\ .ronmcntal !~lll()1
\ II' I. l~..;;;n..«. .1: ill j";ld:l :l,~ ·~~~.'!\.'ji\..~ lli'"i;'I!t:lii,ri. !.::l'i'Cl'ii\- ...

1 " L' ~'[ I ' , ,! I ' • ) ,\.. ,! • ~ ,~ -, i,.:, 1 ( . i' , " I 1 , I 1 , .• • ',I "l"I"""'_I.' \ 1.1\, \):1 ~_l~)\\:il~:- t'~)lt·. l h.lll~·'.,,, '" "-- ,1, ,- I jj~l(l!'\.... I'!;\.

Pllil',I!,I,'-'; (li kiln1i:1:!, inU:\id

11'11':1,.-,:1 ",)il", o lt!«: lc.r. 1,1;1~! ;il", 'I

~:l:.: i. :!" ,.:~ ,~d[-q')tin:._ ! :;l." '-~lL~j\:n:·
, , I' ,!e;il'l:l1,c, : ...llTu:, JII. "\, lie I:

tL'~iL~-~!I1;_' ;!ldl \\};;,,'!I \.-·;-~l;;r:tl'.;··

\!il:~~;i, .u, .i, .h.<_lrl!:j\~! .. IhL'
'" ,:;'1,\ t. ~1, lj"( n:,:, ..'lil:1 I·d~r!.)j". \\ t:11

le:lCi le!; li ill " ,!iJk [() lkll)U:l'

..r:lr:. ,.i i..t:liJ i;:l~;I,r\ .,;:}")lu ...I•.....lll.~> I,-~
, , '

j, .: ~!IJlli;~ l'l'J;Il!lll'.'iJ, I lll.',~tl\l •

,;:\ ',.' k~lil1;il~ :llll.i lllliluld" :l. "
,I:, tl:ell 1i1t''-'llllil~ I':, "\pl, '\ :!I~~

,';\ e rather than l1,h'l \e k;\rllillt.'

,:d 1111[ \\ kit to think. ldl1 \\ 11.1:
l cbs:;,'s that vvouk! conxtitut,.
,-'s. and gllid,-' them to actunli.«:

rnlCl ',SI,")I' i ' n~',I~'I: l~~',! lick:;\'; in
'I he'> "i'III,I!'! '.,:l h ;1')" ,,' think
student>. \\(Illld lill ill ,111,1 (Jut
mcuninglu] set p! 1c'"lli!1~' Ll~li\
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their thoughts,
Generally, students seem naturally, enthusiastic "lhl)\11 le,1111111,'

but the teacher has the responsibility to inspire. chalkll:;e ;111:1
stimulate them, Effective learning depends Oil the ability ()Ith,-'
teacher tl) spur the interest of the lcarucrs in the matcrinl to he lc.unc.l
as well as the ability to give students corrective. analytical and
suggestive feedback. In the process. cognizance should he given to
the fact that not all learners arc motivated by the same .•allies. needs.

• desires or wants, Internal ami external student factors influence
motivation and they haw significant impacts or. their learning,
Students internal Iactors according to Ainlcy (::00.+ 1 include
individual characteristics or dispositions to learning. interests and
responsibilities for learning. efforts. values and perceived ahilit;,
while external factors arc features of the classroom. peer group.
learning tasks. instructional practices and teacher's personality (Yai:',

20(0),
Mr. Chairman and my distinguished audience, pk~1SC do not

think these manifold conditions are unc oruro ilab lc or
unmanipulable. afterall teachers arc not magicians The argument is
that as long as these factors and conditions reside in our cla~~rooms.
teachers should make efforts to renew their skills, Creativity and
originality in instructional strategies would combat challenges
emanating from students' learning and learning conditions,

Basic Scicnce Teaching Principles: The Spices to watch Gut
for
Mr. Vice Chancellor sir, my distinguished audience. permit me

to posit that the goal or science education is that of uunsfcrring
scientific content methods, skills. norms and values and it is more
task ing than the practice or science itself (Akbil1S11, 2C()3b), The
teaching of science should undoubtedly he consistent with the nature
of scientific inquiry and it should be studcnt-ccntcrcd \bil) salient

5.0.
t

•. 5o((H ••••AUGURAL LECTURE 11•



principles of science teaching arc disregarded while very many pass
by unrecognized. whereas these arc the spices that \VC add as flavours
to science instructional procedures They are synthesized with
innovative science instructional strategies and I want to idcntifx
them in no particular order of magnitude or importance as follows:

1) Starting to teach with puzzling questions about nature not
with abstractions or phenomena outside the range of students'
perception. knowledge or understanding.

2) Providing historical perspectives relating to scientific ideas ,
with interplay of social and cultural ideologies. For example,
the teacher can give a touch of African science or the impact
of science and technology to arouse learners' interest.

3) Engaging students actively in dialogue either with self or
with others, through varied opportunities like collecting.
sorting, cataloging, observing. note taking and sketching,
computing, surveying, measuring and using wide variety of
science instruments and facilities.

4) Exposing students to high-order thinking skills. figuring out
experiments, making sense out of the results. generalizing
and making valid conclusions.

5) Guiding students through careful observation, thoughtful
analysis and how to use evidence to build strong and
supportive arguments.

6) Using effective and healthy communication involving clear
and unambiguous oral and written expression of ideas.
procedures and findings. Good science teaching should de-
emphasize the use of memorization of technical vocabulary.

7) Making conscious effort to allow sufficient time and
sufficient practice, because science is doing and the activities,
content, methods, skills, values and norms mature with
periodic practice. The teaching of science should be allowed
to take its time coupled with opportunities that permit

54TH INAUGURAL LECTURE I 12
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students to demonstrate expected attributes and nove I
expenences.

8) Transferring classroom teaching to the larger community.
This is accomplished by making the teaching to extend
beyond the school and the experiences in the school.

9) Providing adequate feedback and encouraging further
learning in feedback mechanisms.

10) Providing adequate resources and tools for carrying out
laboratory experiments and ensuring that individual students
have access to and use the tools irrespective of age, sex or
home background.

11) Emphasizing group and collaborative work.
12) Consciously aiming at imparting scientific reasoning that

will enable students to probe, inquire and make valid
judgments. Successful teaching is that which guides students
to test their ideas, take risks and acquire intellectual
independence.

13) Embracing all scientific values to the letter by allowing
avenues for students to express curiosity and creativity, raise
questions, and freely interact.

14) Devising means of rewarding students' efforts appropriately
and accordingly.

15) Environmentalising science teaching with aesthetic
responses and examples. The teacher should strive to
exemplify scientific laws, facts, principles and theories and
the total teaching with accessible and visible evidences. Care
should however be taken for students not to misconceive the
ideas.

Mr. Vice Chancellor and my distinguished audience. these arc
not enacted rules because you may feel that having to teach in
compliance with all the above stated principles and strategies is
humanly or professionally difficult, whereas it is not. These are the

•
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spices: manipulable in quality. quantity and frequency' and tucked
inside innovative science teaching strategies They arc the
conditions: easily adoptable and adaptable that we must satisfy ifwe
haw to teach accordingly. It is imperative that we teach science right
by adding them in order to obtain positive learning outcomes. It is
then we have high chances of successful delivery.

It is at thisjuncture pertinent to ask: In the business of science
teaching and learning. have we been doing it right') I am passionate
about how we can initiate reforms that would lead us to actualize our •
dreams of improving science teaching and learning standards. I
therefore enjoin us to gather efforts at moving science education in
the right direction and right perspectives. When you run alone, you
run fast, but when you run together you run far. The collective effort
of all stakeholders is most imperative.

6.0. Inquiry: The Hub of Science Teaching
Mr. Vice Chancellor, my distinguished audience, the hub of all

effective science teaching strategies is inquiry. Science is taught
through advanced thought processes involving deep thinking to
obtain incisive knowledge. Students in inquiry classrooms are
exposed to learning situations that pave way for independent
learning, critical thinking, problem-solving and decision-making.

Ladies and gentlemen, the aforementioned learning
conditions and science teaching principles have been clearly brought
into focus here, being captured by the word "inquiry". Students in
inquiry centred classrooms are guided to acquire knowledge, skills '
and attitudes by finding out things for themselves thereby becoming
active learners with teachers only acting as facilitators.

Edwards and Fisher (1977) claimed the following as
foundations of inquiry;

• Intellectual development ofthe learner
• Previous experiences

• t 1454TH INAUGURAL LECTURE
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• Nature of material being studied
• Availability of materials

Distinguished ladies and gentlemen in my research discourse.
r devised means of harnessing inquiry into some teaching strategies.
Other researchers like Rice. Ryan & Samson (1998). Lohrnan &
Finkelstein (2000), Ojelabi & Adesina, (2005) worked on integrated
concept maps, problem solving approach and organizers
respectively. They sandwiched them with instructional objectives in

• their inquiry tactics and they obtained positive outcomes. I started "
with the use of instructional objectives in an experiment in which the
learning and retention of electrolysis in Senior Secondary II
Chemistry was tested (Alebiosu, 1994a) and the experimental group
performed better.

I further re-packaged the strategy by sandwiching it with
inquiry oriented tactics (Alebiosu, 2006b), and the results followed
the same pattern of better achievement of experimental group
students.

Alebiosu (1997a) explored the questicning and answering
strategy in a study that ensured the use of evenly distributed thought
provoking and inquiry type questions at every stage of the lesson. Its
potency in enhancing senior secondary III students learning and
retention of organic Chemistry concepts was studied. Results
revealed that while there were significant impacts in immediate
learning, there were none in retention.

Further in the search Mr. Chairman, I carried out a study using
• selected informal science experiences to teach science in inquiry

centred Nigerian classrooms; a student-centred approach where
teachers only acted as facilitators. Following inquiry procedures,
they created the 'environment for investigations to take place and
learning experiences were directed such that students were guided to
articulate them with the formal learning content. An interesting
dimension to this innovation is the addition of informal science
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Ii. Problem Solving
Strategies in this category include inquiry-based strategies,

process-based instructional techniques, questioning, evaluation-
based strategies and brainstorming. Mr. Chairman sir, the problem
solving strategy is a discovery approach that encourages students to
take responsibility for their learning and to reason critically and
logically to arrive at solution (Watts & West, 1992). ln this category,
Mr. Chairman sir, I worked on evaluation based strategies using the "~
formative evaluation procedure to teach students specific chemical ~
concepts (Alebiosu, 1997b). Results yielded positive learning
outcomes including retention. I also employed questioning and
answering strategy (Alebiosu, 1997a) and packaged instructional
objectives (Alebiosu, 2006b). These and other inquiry based
strategies had been discussed earlier.

My studies on process-based instructional technique
(Alebiosu 2006d) focused on the frequency and correctness of
teachers' use of the strategy in primary science classrooms. Teachers
actual teaching sessions were observed and the skills as they
manifested or were displayed by them were recorded. Results
revealed teachers poor performance of science process skills.
Essentially, the need to educate teachers and would- be teachers on
process- based instructional strategy was recommended.

ill
t
i','

Ill. Group Dynamics
Group work is employed in science teaching through the use of :._

diverse strategies such as collaboration, peer-tutoring, small group, .~.,\;)
learning by teaching, cooperative learning, peer interaction and
learning by doing. Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, ladies and gentlemen,
cooperative learning strategies equally exist ill various forms with
diverse names but they all possess the same significant
characteristics.

Without deviating from these characteristics, I experimented
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with Student Teams Achievement Division (STAD) and Jigsaw TT
models of cooperative learning in studies on practical chemistry
achievement (Alebiosu, 200 Ia) and affective learning (Alebiosu,
200 1b). These models did not differ in their potency to improve the
learning outcomes, but they were better than the conventional
teaching method.

Mr Chairman Sir, small group experiment was compared with

t demonstration method and students' perception of the difficulty in
learning some chemical concepts and their achievement gains were
examined (Alebiosu, 2000b). Findings revealed that students in the"
small group category consistently perceived less difficulty ill
learning all the concepts and had greater achievement gains thereby
proving the efficacy of small group instructional strategy over the
demonstration method.

t

IV. Interest Stim ulating Strategies
In this category are simulaticns, modelling, games, role

playing and story telling. The strategies are particularly efficient for
simplifying concepts, sensitizing and gaining learners' interest and
evaluating students understanding. " In one of my studies, I used
modelling as a strategy to test the interest and achievement of girls in
primary science (Alebiosu, 2003 b) and results revealed positive
learning outcomes.
v. Aids and Resources

Some strategies are typically based on the use of aids and
resources and they are useful in achieving targeted objectives or
instilling certain desired skills apart from the basic scientific skills.
Such strategies include information and communication technology,
computer assisted instruction, integrated '.'ideo media and use of
local/indigenous resources.

Mr. Vice Chancellor sir, my distinguished audience, I
conducted a study in which I harnessed indigenous science

~.

'. 4·',i..·~,~{'
~~';:;\..
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experiences with two instructional strategies to teach selected
science topics (Alebiosu, 2006f), that I like to share with you.

Science instructional strategies of demonstrated role playing
and peer interaction were employed in the study. In the demonstrated
role playing, the school teachers demonstrated indigenous science
practices to students and they thereafter taught them the selected
science topics. While in peer interaction, the students were made to
interact with one another and brainstorm to identify indigenous
science practices that could be linked or associated with the selected

.science concepts. They further worked together in demonstrating the
practices and were guided to list them and sketch their linkages. What
I want to draw out ladies and gentlemen, is that science is
environmentally based and should be taught as such. In conjunction
with the teachers, we were able to marry the indigenous practices
with the related junior high school science concepts as displayed
(Table 1).

n

ill
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Table 1

Indigenous Practices and Junior High School Science Concepts

t 2.

t

Indigenous Practices

1. Water Purification using
white clothes

Junior High School Science Concept

Separation techniques: filtration,
sedimentation, chlorination, distillation,
coagulation, evaporation
Hard and soft water, hydrolysis,
chemical reaction, organic compounds

Preservation of food; pasteurization,
osmosis, plasmolysis, microorganisms
activities, food processing, adsorption
of gas
Substances and chemicals, dehydration,
chemical products, microorganisms,
deodorizations, chemical reactions
Oral hygiene, care of teeth, dentition,
microorganisms
Fermentation, distillation, fractional
distillation, evaporation, enzyme and
reactions, alcohol (ethanol), dilution and
concentration, separation techniques,
anaerobic respiration
Weight measurement, mass weight and
density, chemical balance beam balance,
weighing, floatation, Archimedes
principle
Fermentation, dehydration, separation
techniques, rates of reaction,
evaporation chemical reaction, fooel
production, food processing

3.

Soap making with the
use of dried banana
leaves and fried palm oil
Food preservation
through smoking, frying,
sun drying, salting and
use of charcoal
Preservation of dead
bodies with the use of
shea butter "or;" and salt
Oral hygiene by the use
of chewing stick
Local gin production
from palm wine

21

4.

5.

6.

7. Local weight
determ ination

8. Cassava processing, pap
making from cereal
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Cl Palm oil processing Extraction of palm oil, decantation,
separation technique, evaporation, food
processing, production of palm oil

10. Local communication Wave mechanism, sound and echo,
with the use of gongs by means of communication
town criers, symbols,
signs and signals'
"aroko"

11. Cloth weaving/making Dyes and chemicals, fabric production, .~by tie and dye, threading clothing and textile, handcraft
and knitting "aso oke"

12. Time measurement with Time measurement, hours, minutes,
the use of cockcrow, pot seconds, days, weeks and months,
clock, sun timing, casting metrology
of shadow

13 Length measurement Measurement-length, scaling and
with the use of parts of measuring instruments
the body such as span,
cubic, pace and foot.

14. Burning of firewood Combustion, heat energy, chemical
change, change and state of matter,
energy, air and burning

15. Clayey soil to make Soil, soil and texture, moulding and
cooking utensils and pottery, ceramics, cooling, conservation
storage pots of heat

16. Tapping of palm wine Extraction of substances, personal
health, pests and diseases, preventive
medicine. .')

17. Production of cutlasses, MetalIurgy, metals and alloys
hoes and other metal
materials, through toe
work of the blacksmith

18. Tapping of palm wine Osmosis, transpiration and capillarity,
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8.0. Practical Work in Science
Practical work is a unique feature of education in a science

discipline through which students acquire cognitive, affective and
psychomotor skills (Alebiosu, 200la), whose exhibition depend on
the scientific attitudes that students must have acquired. Views and
opinions of science educators on the importance of practical work in
science are irrefutable (Gangoli, 1995; Gerard & Gerarel, 1995;

t Bajah, 1998; Alebiosu, 2001a), hence teachers should demonstrate
ingenuity and innovative skills in conducting practical work.

The broad functions of practical work according to
Wellington (1994) and Alebiosu (2003a) lie in the ability to;

• Promote long term memory in students
• Enhance pupils' development of the ethical dimension of

science
• Instill the spirit of collaboration and active participation

among learners
• Expose learners to scientific experiences that could

ultimately help them in developing scientific attitude and
skills

• Train the mind in the understanding of the worlel
• Enhance the acquisition of scientific attitude, skills and

abilities and competences for the effective learning of science
• Equip students with the need to face future challenges in the

modern age of science and technology
• • Inculcate in the student the spirit of inquiry and scientific
• mode of thinking

• Consolidate teachers teaching and learners' understanding
• Stimulate students' interest in learning science
• Lead to perfection of skills of doing
• Enable the evaluation of students' learning.

Apart from the broad functions of practical work, Alebiosu
(2000a) identified specific functions and objectives of practical
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acti\"itics in the different school science subjects as follows:
In Physics: It develops experimental and problem solving

techniques in ability to take records and observations,
measurements and estimates with due regard to precision ancl
accuracy of units.

In Chemistry: It familiarizes students with skills and principles in
dilution and preparation of standard solutions, filtration and
other experimental techniques of chemical processes.

In Biology: It enables students obey instructions. make accurate
observations and drawings.
Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir. my distinguished audience, several

ways have been sought to improve means of doing science
experiments for achieving expected outcomes. Such include
equivalent and analogues practice (Edward & Fisher, 1977),
laboratory investigative approach (Raghbir, 1979; Alebiosu, 1999b)
small group approach (Kempa & Ayob. 1995) and guided open-
ended approach (Gangoli, 1995). Another dimension to research
efforts in practical work is the study of Alebiosu (1997c) that
'examined the learning achievements of practically and non-
practically oriented classes. Results indicated high positive
correlation in achievements in chemistry theory and practical. This
demonstrates that competence in practical skill determines the
quality of theoretical knowledge.

Let me recall that while the judicious use of practical work in
our classrooms is faced with constraints that call for urgent attention. ,
one major issue in the area of practical work is the mode of }
assessment. The dominant mode of assessing practical work is the
paper and pencil whose inadequacy is the inability to assess the
students on all the skills of practical work. Alebiosu. (200()a)
reviewed the direct instruction module ofEglen & Kempa (1974) and
Woolnough (1994), written reports of Kok Aun Toh & Woolnough
(1990), Woolnough (1994) and Doran et al (1995), and the scienc-
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laboratory interaction categories (Sl.IC) of Kyc et al (l'n(!) and
Ogunniyi (19R3). 1\11 these were found to have have their
shortcomings. Mr Chairman Sir. as part of my research efforts. I
de'.-eloped a model for assessing practical work in science whicb
covered six skill areas and their sub-skills/special tasks. This is
shown in the table (Table 2), Tahle 2

Practical Skill Assessment Module

Skill Area Sub-Skill/Special Task

Planning and designing This includes ability to follow
instructions and select techniques. The
students plan and design the procedures
in the experiment clearly and correctly
in a concise manner, In biology. the
student should spare time to carefully
observe any given specimen in the
process of planning and designing.

-
Manipulative skills Ability of the students to work

methodically, the exhibition of
confidence, manual dexterity and
orderliness in the use of apparatus,
reagen IS, glassware, hand lens,
measuring devices and materials.
Carrying out activities within a
stipulated time.

Observing ami recording Students' ability to complete, describe

Questions are drawn such that no skill area, sub-skill or task
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Interpretation of data and
formulation of
general ization

Application

General attitude to work,
orderl iness and tidiness.

• ~THINAUGURALLECTURE

and record observations and
measurements, draw, analyze and
present results precisely, correctly,
neatly and clearly within a stipulated
time.

Ability to transform results precisely
and correctly. Accuracy in experimental
data, units, decimal places,
formulae/relations, equation of reactions
and calculations. Neatness and
accuracy of graphs, lines,
scales.diagrams, drawings and labels. It
also involves students' ability to draw
valid conclusion from observations
made

Ability to predict, evaluate and infer
from results obtained. It also includes
the student's ability to state and explain
necessary precautions and possible
improvements for the experiment.

This deals with the student's self-
confidence, interest, enthusiasm and
orderliness to work within a stipulated
time.
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relevant to the lesson is unasscssed. The teacher awards
grades/scores to each student on a II the performances on the spec ial
tasks and finally collates. Teachers need to be skilled to use this
assessment module appropriatclv Thouuh task ing. it is the most
effectiyc \\'(1) to as.-.;css practical work i l SCiCI1CC is to he tauglu
meaningfully.

This assessment module was used in the researches (11

Alebiosu (2000c. 2001a and 200(K). Alcbiosu (2000c) found that
, students: performance in less (asking and less demanding skill areas

ofplanmng and designing expcrunents. manipulative skills, general
attitude to work and orderliness and tidiness were higher than in the
more rigorous skill areas of observing and recording, interpretation
of data and formulation of generalization and application. It \\dS

concluded that students must be encouraged. The expertise required
in the development or a suitable and adequate assessment schedule
could be obtained by exposing teachers to seminars and training that
will equip them with till.' required professional competence.

Practical work is known to give students the apprcciauon o l
the spirit and methods of science as wcl: ~i;-; the understanding (Jj tr.c
nature of science (..\k'oioSll. 2()03a) h,! Mr. \ ice Chancellor Sir.
teachers effective use or practical work vvil i dcunn ine lh i:s.

Alebiosu <.ll1J Bam.ro (20U7,i Cl.: r.cd ;'t!L :1 ,,11\;\ 1.'11 J.,:,;,. h:::"
knowledge and pr.i, ticc olscicnce ~11;li\itic:, jjJ Cli'~lill~;ir:. , LI"':: c,01'1,

using one hundred (lOO) chcmisrr, teachers r,:ndoml:sc<clCU (ru;l:
senior secoudur, ';chu(:L T (h.:,un SUt\? Fill::iin~;' rUl'akd Ik' 1."-

'teachers hac! appreciable kn:\~kdgl.' or sl::iCl1l'\: ;I(.ti\ i! ic', hut I i\<

rarely practiccd these activities especially at the senior secondary III
class. This is worrisome because cnQaginl:. in less practical activities
implies a deviation from the path ~o~aChlali/ing effective science
teaching. Further investigation ofreasons for this non compliance is
bound to reveal a gam ut of constraints. It may therefore be advisable
not to open the Pandora's Box.
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Meanwhile. Mr Chairman Sir. some local practical activities
which teachers and students can engage in for effective teaching and
learning of school science according to Alcbiosu & Bilesanmi-
Awoderu (200S) include:

Physics Teaching
• Using bicycle pump to teach pressure
• Illustrating thermal expansion with cracking of a glass bottle

when hot water is poured')\
• Illustrating movement of electrical charges when thunder

strikes and there is lightening.
• Teaching simple machines with illustrations from the

instruments onocal blacksmiths.
Chemistry Teaching

• Using the work of local battery chargers to illustrate
electrolysis

• Demonstrating fermentation processes from local industries
to teach alcohols.

Biology Teaching
• Culture method of obtaining paramecium by boiling banana

skin
• Intensifying the use of local examples to teach sources and

classes offood substances
• Teaching fermentation. microbial activity and organic deca: -)

with local practices like production of cassava flour )/
(gari/lafun), condiments (iru/ogiri).
The above listed activities gear towards environmentalisiu!'

science. In addition to making science real and activity-oriented. the
effort will instill creativity and resourcefulness in both teachers ~111'

learners. It will also substitute for unavai lable materials.
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9.0. Fema le Lca rucrx and Scil.'nl:l' Tcachinu and l.c.uninj;
\li. \'icc Chancellor Sir. Ill: dl..;tlllSllishL'd audience. s\) ,'dr ill

my lecture. I have not mentioned iSSllCS I'Ci;lti!lS In SClllkr bill pi
course gender issucs in science te~lchillS and lcarninu arc ~;\)sellsiti\l'
that thcy cannot Ily pass lllldtkl1lkd t(). Gender gel!) ill Sl'lelh:l'
education is an impcdirncnt l\) advancement in science ~Illd
technology (r\lebioSll. 20().)d) hence studies on gender Llct\l:" in
teachin!.! and learn ins; uhound ( )nnch;1. 1l)()X. l.nnosho. I l)()X)

, ~()mc 01" my ~')tudics examined gender rCSpOI1.')estu science
instructional strategies and learning outcomes. Ior instance. I carried
out a study on the impact olthc S'I\D cooperative learning mode! on
the participation and achievement or secondary school girls ill
practical chemistry (Alcbiosu. I ()l)()C) The innovative ST.\[) l110del
apart from possessing the basic characteristics of coopcrutivc
learning also contained activiticx that would particularly stimulate
and encourage girls in science.

Results depicted that girls in the STAJ) group performed bcucr
in manipulative and intellectual skills than those that were not
exposed to the model. This suggests the use 01" activities gedrL'd
towards encouraging and sl'nsilii'ing girls in science. 1\1r Vice
Chancellor Sir, another study relating to gender. among others. \\:\s

-that in whieh I examined its impact on students' interest in organic
chemistry topics (Alcbiosu. 200()e) and I obtained simi Jar views
between male and female students, This is depicted by the figure

_ (figure 5).
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Figure 5: Pattern of male and female students' ratings of interest in
organic chemistry topics

KEY: TOPICS
HC Hydrocarbon
J\L Alkanols & alkanoic acids
AM Amides
FO Fats&oils
SO Soap & detergents
M Magarine
BC Basic classes ofcompound in living organisms

I observed that some of my findings like the ones earlier
reported were inconsistent with some previous researchers (Onocha,
1998; Erinosho, 1998). Let me summarize a few others as follows:,)
There were no differences in the learning outcomes of male and
female students when they were taught with structured overviews
(Alebiosu. 1996), formative evaluation procedure (Alebiosu,
1997b), informal science experiences (Alebiosu, 2006a) and
packaged instructional objectives (Alebiosu. 2006b).

Similarly. my study on the effects of the STAD and Jigsa« II
cooperative learning strategies on students' practical ski II acquisition
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in second,uy school chemistry revealed no sex diflcrcnccs ill
practical sk ill performances (Alcbiosu, ~006c).

Nevertheless, Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir. the time is not ripe for
us to part with the study of gender inequalities in our endeavours.
hence I sti 11recommend that we should continue with efforts to pique
the curiosity of girls and excite their interest to learn science f()I' better
participatii.111 and performances .

_10.0. Conclusion
Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir. distinguished ladies and gentlemen.

in this lecture I have tried to showcase to us how spicing up science
instruction by using innovative science instructional strategies can
lead to improved science teaching and learning experiences. which
consequently enables us to realize our dreams for science and science
education. We desire to impart scientific knowledge. skills and
attitudes that will last a lifetime: we want to see science with us and in
us. These can be achieved if teachers employ the right perspectives
by re-invigorating their instructional skills and techniques. We have
good choices that can give us better chances.

lnn()vative science instructional strategies serve different
purposes a.id needs. Basically, the experiences help teachers and
students to connect the subject matter more deeply to each other and
to the rest r.fthe world. They help to perceive science teaching and
learning a a life long project. and essentially they possess the

_ potentials r. fsurmounting most 0 f the classroom constraints.
.• Mr. r:hairman Sir, though teachers have a gamut of innovative

instructio-n strategies to select from. only their creative potentials
will enable them select appropriately. They decide what to teach and
how it \·.1 be taught, control the learning environment and
rnanipula.; the learning material. Effective science teaching
requires L:chers to realize that their expectations are not only to
teach scic-;e but to create an environment to "do" science such that
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young scientists would be challenged. find evidence of science in
their day to day activities and transfer them to the classroom to study
and research.

Mr. Chairman Sir. and my distinguished audience. on my
research journey. I always encountered the same reaction from heads
of schools, science teachers and students and even the sparsely
available laboratory technologists, and I quote "It is not that we do
not appreciate your efforts or cannot adopt your proposals but all ,~
the conditions surrounding us are unfavourable". These conditions
are the innumerable factors and constraints beclouding their abilities
to perform well and they can hardly be blamed. My submission
however is that we all need deliberate commitment to making things
work. Government, parents, teachers, learners and all stakeholders
have to contribute towards not only the reduction but total
elimination of obstacles to effective science teaching.

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, distinguished ladies and gentlemen,
in conclusion, I like to reiterate that using innovative science
instructional strategies is neither arduous nor rigorous. I am
convinced that if only we can re-invigorate our efforts in applying the
principles, we shall reap the expected benefits. As long as the quality
and quantity of what students can learn and retain remain functions of
teachers' instructional capabilities and effectiveness, the need for
teachers to step up their teaching skills in quality, quantity and
frequency is indispensable.
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